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This course will emphasize two skills:  Conversation and Reading.

	Spring Semester grading:
		University-wide Freshman English Test:  10 per cent
		Other activities: 90 per cent
			Each of these other activities will count equally.
			Thus if there are 3 activities, each activity will count 30 per cent each.

Your daily participation must be satisfactory 
in order to receive a passing grade for this course.

I.  Conversation Component.
A. Goals
	
		1. To help you overcome any fear of speaking.

		2. To enable you to carry on an English conversation on topics discussed in class

3. To provide you with as many in-class speaking opportunities as 	possible, 
so you may practice what you have learned.

B. Texts

		Handouts.


C. Teaching methods
	
		The instructor will explain and introduce the vocabulary in each lesson.

		The instructor will practice dialogues with the students.

Students in groups of 2 or 3 will talk to each other.

		Students will discuss a topic with the instructor (one-to-one).
	

D. Evaluations

In this component (portion) there are a number of oral "conversation checks,"  The number 
of checks will depend on the number of activities studied in a semester. 

The checks will usually consist of two or three students talking to each other.

		In principle, each "conversation check" counts the same. 

Daily class grades, which may be announced or unannounced.
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II.   Reading Component.	

A. Goals

		1. To teach you how to read --- so you can read more efficiently
		2. To increase your ability to read selections with
			a. more complex sentences
			b. more advanced vocabulary
		3. To increase your ability to read critically and evaluate what you read

B.  Tentative course materials:

		1. Handouts:  
a. selections about how to read more efficiently, e. g.: 	

Belcher, M. W.  “Reading Skills.  Some Suggestions.”

		Willis, Jane.  Teaching English Through English.  
Essex, England: Longman.  p. 42

		2. Text:  to be announced in class.

Note:  	Obtain your text by the second week!
Bring it to class EVERY week!		

			All required readings will be announced in class at least 
a week in advance.  Students are also responsible 
for all printed sheets (handouts) given out in class.

	C. Evaluations:

		Written examinations, announced well in advance, 
given during Mid-Term Week and Final Exam Week.

The highest grade for an excused Final Exam reexamination = 60;
(university rule); therefore the highest grade for an excused
Mid-Term reexamination = 60. 

			Daily class grades, which may be announced or unannounced.

			Your daily participation must be satisfactory 
in order to receive a passing grade for this course. 
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	D. Spring Semester University-wide Freshmen English Test

		Students who are repeating Freshmen English are not required to take this test.

		Students who are taking Freshmen English for the first time are required to take this test.

		Some important university regulations (including foreign exchange students) 
with respect to this test are:	

			The test will count 10 per cent of your total Spring Semester grade.

			There will be no re-exams for this test.  Therefore, if you miss the test you will receive
				a grade of zero (0).

			Students cannot be more than 10 minutes late to the test.

			Students should ask their department secretary about the other test regulations.
				These test regulations are decided on by the Office of Studies.
			
			The instructor will decide whether an absence from this test is excused.

				The chief reasons and requirements for an excused absence are:

				1. Absence of the day of a funeral or burial for a relative in the immediate family

					a. Relatives included:
						mother, father, brother, sister, grandparents ONLY.

					b. Evidence that must be submitted:
						death certificate from the government
						funeral or burial invitation

				2. Absence because of illness
					a detailed certificate from your doctor stating:
						1) what your illness was

						2) a statement stating that you were not able to take the test on
							that day.

						3) NOTE:
a statement that just states “rest for one day” is not sufficient

				3. Other acceptable reasons: to be decided by the instructor.

V:     Other regulations and requirements:  
		
You are allowed four (4) hours of unexcused absences.  Late to class of no
	more than twenty (20) minutes counts as a half hour (1/2) absence.

For other requirements, see your  "Course Requirements" handout, 
which will be given to each student. These requirements are for 
the first and second semesters.


